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Christoph Schnoor

Urban His tory and New Directions

The Role of Brinckmann and Laugier 

for Le Corbusier’s  Urban Design Theory

Introduction:                                                          
Sudden Change or Growing Interest in Classical Urban Design?

Le Corbusier readily made use of  history to develop his own designs. 
He was, however, not interested in historical accuracy. He brought together 
historical models from periods distant and close, moulding them into one 
architecture that often did not even allow to easily discern these influences. 
The same is valid for his urban planning. Already in his early book Le 
Corbusier. Elemente einer Synthese, Stanislaus von Moos made his readers aware 
of  the synthesis of  arts in Le Corbusier’s work.1 And Colin Rowe, noticed 
an “involvement with a specific rather than ideal Paris . . . an empirical 
Paris which Le Corbusier so often quoted in his buildings but never in 
his urbanistic proposals.”2 Indeed, Le Corbusier was a master in bringing 
together material from the most diverse sources—be they persons, places 
or epochs—into a single, well-designed synthesis. Accepting this as one 
of  the most important traits of  Le Corbusier’s design and writing, this 
essay, however, does attempt to distinguish between the historical and the 
contemporary themes that influenced Le Corbusier in his understanding of  
the city. Focusing on the period between 1910 and 1915, the period of  his 
manuscript “La Construction des villes,” leading towards the development 
of  the Ville contemporaine and Urbanisme, this essay investigates the influence of  
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urban history on Le Corbusier’s urban design thinking. It wishes to show how 
Le Corbusier—not necessarily consciously—instrumentalised history, both 
through his studies and observation of  the built reality, to aid in preparing 
his design thinking to conceive new urban forms.3

As Harold Allen Brooks and others have demonstrated, Le Corbusier, 
then still Charles-Edouard Jeanneret, started his architectural development 
with a strong Ruskinian bias. During his first visit to Florence in 1907, 
he almost completely ignored any building from the Renaissance and 
concentrated on medieval architecture instead. During his year (1908–09) 
in Paris as apprentice of  Auguste Perret, he studied and endlessly drew and 
redrew the Cathedral of  Notre Dame instead of  appreciating any classical 
architecture or urban design. Similarly, an Arts-and-Crafts bias applies to his 
early houses in La Chaux-de-Fonds.4 

For this reason, historians have for a while now attempted to nominate 
a point at which Jeanneret’s architectural conviction shifted from favouring 
the medieval and picturesque to the classicist and monumental. Of  interest 
here is the change in his perception of  principles of  city planning. Antonio 
Brucculeri and Harold Allen Brooks have set such a point of  change in 
Jeanneret’s view of  the city at 1915.5 Brooks says: “This time he conducted 
research at the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris where he became fascinated with 
classical principles of  town planning.”6 However I have already shown that 
one crucial challenge to his belief  in picturesque urbanism clearly happened 
as early as  January 1911. While working for Peter Behrens in Neubabelsberg, 
Jeanneret read Marc-Antoine Laugier’s Essai sur l’architecture (in the second 
edition of  1755) at the Royal Library Unter den Linden in Berlin.7 And even 
that is not the first instance of  a change of  mind. Francesco Passanti has 
suggested such a change may have occurred in June 1910—but without 
finding a specific event that would have caused this.8 

The reality may have been a little less black and white. Curiously, an 
affinity towards the monumental classicism of  the French architects and 
planners of  absolutism (Mansart and others) can be observed from the very 
moment at which Jeanneret developed his notions of  a picturesque urbanism, 
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i.e. parallel to his reading of  Camillo Sitte’s Städte-Bau nach seinen künstlerischen 
Grundsätzen in early 1910. It seems that the picturesque and classicist 
monumental direction fought for his attention, i.e. that he struggled to 
develop arguments for either, although it is indeed noticeable that he was quite 
drawn to the grandeur of  classicism, as Francesco Passanti has observed.9 So 
while absorbing, digesting and reformulating Camillo Sitte’s theories (Fig. 2), 
and those of  Sitte’s followers like Karl Henrici, Paul Schultze-Naumburg, 
Theodor Fischer and others, he read Albert Erich Brinckmann’s Platz und 
Monument of  1908, and it was through Brinckmann’s discussions of  French 
urban squares and monuments that Jeanneret began to grasp the grandeur 
of  the powerful unified French designs of  the 18th century. Thus Jeanneret 
was able to develop a fascination for seeing the city of  Paris in a way he had 
hitherto completely ignored. 

Brinckmann,  Pl a t z u n d Mo n u M e n t :                             
His tory of Urban Squares  and Monuments

From April 1910 to March 1911, Jeanneret composed a complex 
manuscript on questions of  urban design. While he had received a travel 
scholarship by the town of  La Chaux-de-Fonds for research into schools and 
practices in Germany related to the Arts-and-Crafts, he was also asked by 
his teacher, Charles L’Eplattenier, to write a piece on urban design, to be 
presented at the Assembly of  Swiss communities, scheduled for September 
1910 in La Chaux-de-Fonds. Following L’Eplattenier’s own interest in art 
and urban design, this piece was to be based on the theories of  Camillo 
Sitte, as outlined in his 1889 volume, Der Städte-Bau nach seinen künstlerischen 
Grundsätzen.10 Directly after having arrived in Munich in April 1910, 
Jeanneret began his urban design research, mostly in what is today’s State 
Library, the Royal Library (Bayerische Hof- und Staatsbibliothek), and also in the 
smaller library of  the National Museum. Only interrupted by a summer break 
that was spent with further writing and editing, back in La Chaux-de-Fonds, 
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Jeanneret worked on his bouquin almost without interruption. Having begun 
as a small piece, this work soon turned into a major undertaking, so much so 
that at times Jeanneret felt lost in the material. As a result he did not finish 
anything for the September convention—L’Eplattenier ended up writing an 
article himself.11

Jeanneret studied a multitude of  texts on questions of  Städtebau in 1910, 
mostly in Munich. The majority of  these texts, written by German-language 
architects (Sitte, Henrici, Schultze-Naumburg, Hubatschek, Fischer), deal 
with contemporary questions of  the relationship between architecture 
and the city.12 Even if  they use historical forms as examples, as Sitte and 
Schultze-Naumburg do, this happens in a manner of  theoretical discourse, 
not historically. Of  those texts that  Jeanneret studied in great detail, the only 
one which treats the city and its public spaces from a historical perspective, is 
Albert Erich Brinckmann’s Platz und Monument of  1908.13 Brinckmann (1881–
1958), German art historian with a specific interest in Baroque architecture 
in the Latin countries, was to write many books on urban space. In his 
approach to the Zeitgebundenheit (era-based quality) of  art he was specifically 
following his mentor and supervisor, art historian Heinrich Wölfflin. Platz und 
Monument, “Squares and Monuments,” investigates the relationship between 
public urban space and its monuments from the Renaissance to the turn of  
the 20th century. As Jochen Meyer reminds us, “A particular achievement 
of  Brinckmann is the reconsideration of  urban planning achievements 
of  the Renaissance, Baroque and Classicism.”14 For Brinckmann, there 
was no question that the building of  a city was art, calling one of  his 
presentations “The City as Work of  Art (Die Stadt als Kunstwerk).”15 This 
should be appreciated accordingly: here was a book which differed from 
the contemporary architects’ assessments of  urban spaces. Brinckmann was 
breaking new ground with an art historical investigation of  Städtebau. When 
Jeanneret studied Brinckmann’s volume, it had been published just two years 
earlier. And it is no small thing that Jeanneret found this source useful for 
him—particularly in guiding him toward the French urban designs of  the 
Baroque and Classicist periods.
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It seems that Jeanneret began to read Brinckmann in May 1910—this 
is the date to which the earliest excerpts can be dated. More than twenty 
pages of  Jeanneret’s manuscript directly paraphrase Brinckmann or are 
related to his historical accounts of  Italian and French urban spaces and the 
respective placement of  monuments.16 But more than that, he would find in 
Brinckmann’s book judgements on the general appearance of  a city. Thus, in 
a phrase that strongly resembles Laugier’s famous formulation of  the order 
in the detail and the variety, even tumult in the whole, Brinckmann claims 
that each effect, no matter whether of  a building or urban intervention, is 
relative to the context: 

Nothing is achieved by simply setting something down in a city or building 

something up within it; everything depends on how. The various beautiful 

elements result in the city’s overall beauty; the well-formulated harmonious 

details will develop into a great, rich manifoldness in overall impression [emphasis by 

author].17 

This paragraph and others from Platz und Monument did not go unnoticed 
with Jeanneret at all. He developed his own first theory of  well-designed 
public squares almost equally from Brinckmann’s as well as from Sitte’s 
theories. It is fascinating to see how close Sitte and Brinckmann are in much 
of  their argumentation, and where they differ. Both strongly advocate a sense 
of  spatial enclosure in public urban spaces. However, Brinckmann postulates 
a sense of  spatial unity more strongly than Sitte. While for Sitte, enclosure 
was possible with varying façade treatment,18 Brinckmann was closer to what 
Walter Curd Behrendt would argue for in his dissertation a few years later: 
Die einheitliche Blockfront als Raumelement im Stadtbau—the unified enclosed street 
front in urban design.19

In one of  his cahiers (Fig. 3), Jeanneret sketches the end of  his chapter 
Des moyens possibles: taking up Brinckmann’s dictum that the city is to be 
understood as architectural unity, starting from the rooms, to single buildings, 
to groups of  building, seeing them as “material of  Stadtbaukunst,”20 Jeanneret 
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calls for a sense of  space to guide urban design.

Now a building, a city, a room, these are all merely the applications of  a 

taste for beautiful volume. It is this volume which we must teach the crowds to 

understand, and the architects to create. They will make a room, and then a 

house; and then a street, then a square, with the right volume, with beautiful 

volume. Let us conclude with what Mr. Brinckmann summarises perfectly [in] 

his book. To construct cities is to shape spaces using buildings as material! (Städte bauen 

heißt: mit dem Hausmaterial Raum gestalten!).21

For Jeanneret, Sitte and Brinckmann become the starting point of, if  one 
will, two contradicting principles for placing monuments on a public square. 
Jeanneret chooses to present these principles in such a way that today’s reader 
is able to perceive a struggle within his understanding of  public space: firstly, 
he expands on the notion of  the “dead point”, as explained by Camillo Sitte. 
This is the placement of  monuments in a corner or other part of  the square 
undisturbed by traffic. 

Why do so many old squares, which have remained sheltered from planning 

devastation, offer strange undulations in their surfaces? These are grooves dug 

little by little by carriages passing repeatedly along the same track, making 

slightly raised areas which have, as if  by design, become pedestals seemingly 

designed for siting monuments. It is precisely at these points that one should 

seek antique fountains, wells, wayside shrines, big trees and their stone benches, 

the quiet evening meeting places. Sitte claims to have observed that, in winter, 

children in villages always instinctively build their snowmen at the ‘dead 

point.’ Here then is the public square divided into areas propitious for placing 

monuments.22

However, Jeanneret also recognizes that there are situations in which this 
rule might not apply. Turning to the French models of  the symmetrically 
shaped squares, in particular designed for Louis XIV and XV, he follows 
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Brinckmann’s examples. These absolutist kings generally had their sculpture 
placed in the geometric centre of  the square. For his analysis of  these urban 
situations, Jeanneret relies on Brinckmann but does not copy him, rather 
summarizes and discusses in a more general fashion.23 Although Jeanneret 
shows fascination for the centralized square, only very few of  the many 
sketches and hard-line drawings that he crafted for the manuscript in 1910 
do represent French centralized squares. At least the Place des Victoires in 
Paris and the Place Royale (Carrière/Stanislas) in Nancy figure in his body 
of  drawings, both copied meticulously from Brinckmann’s Platz und Monument 
(Fig. 1).24 The latter is important here: Jeanneret would visit Nancy in 1914 
and sketch, on site, its various architectural and spatial characteristics.25

But whereas Brinckmann’s aim is to demonstrate historical differences 
between epochs and cultures, and thus is historically as precise as possible, 
Jeanneret seems more interested in the principle than the historical detail. It 
could be said that he is closer to Camillo Sitte in this. And for our discussion it 
is crucial to see that history and historical events are being used by Jeanneret 
at this point to argue for a grander aim, which I believe is the notion of  
urban space as a contained entity between the mass of  buildings. 

Towards the end of  Platz und Monument, Brinckmann attempts to distance 
himself  from the ever-present Sitte, by criticizing his leaning toward the 
curved and irregular elements of  city planning: “A street is not made beautiful 
by bending the façades of  apartment blocks like playing cards.”26 And 
Brinckmann weighs the curved against the straight street: “A desire to open 
up the view gave rise to the straight, tidy street. As much as the meandering, 
irregular street . . . on hilly ground . . . is justified aesthetically as a contrast to 
the straight, open street, it cannot create a perfectly monumental situation.”27 
Spurred by Brinckmann’s view, Jeanneret comments on the grandeur and 
beauty of  the long and straight road, pointing out that the “straight line in 
nature is the noble line par excellence; but of  course it is also the rarest,”28 
and highlighting some of  the grand roads in Paris and Berlin:

A certain slope or dip will benefit this street, and it will always be enclosed at 
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its upper end by a monument to glory. Skilful orientation will make the street 

even more magical. Such is the avenue des Champs-Elysées in Paris, crowned 

with the immense Arc de Triomphe, behind which the sun sets gloriously. So 

too in Berlin, the ‘effect’ of  the Siegesallee at the end of  which the Siegessäule 

stands drowning in the crimson of  the setting sun, almost mirrored in the 

tarmacadam polished by automobiles. —Bismarckstrasse in Charlottenburg 

with its enormous dimensions follows a fixed direction for miles, almost the only 

straight line through districts which are and will be designed according to the 

new procedures.29 

Here, in Brinckmann’s criticism of  the curved street, lies the intellectual 
starting point of  Jeanneret’s early criticism of  Sitte and of  exaggerated 
picturesque planning. Summarizing parts of  his readings, he observes this 
tension between Sitte and Brinckmann, first saying: “Germany having 
accomplished, and still accomplishing, reform is already at the stage of  
reaction!”—only to add that, “[i]n fact, some blundering disciples of  C. Sitte, 
going beyond his theoretical position, would if  nobody stopped them, almost 
have revived that mediaeval era which this eclectic Viennese so brilliantly 
restored to favour in his book.”30 

So Jeanneret very clearly sees the danger of  overrating the picturesque. 
He also points out that some writers are aware of  this risk, but warns at 
the same time that such fine-tuned criticism could be too differentiated in a 
discussion that is usually conducted with the broad brush:

Relishing the reforms accomplished, but already wary of  all-too-hasty 

satisfaction which would invoke a crippling status quo, they identify certain 

unhealthy tendencies; but by denouncing these—as Mr. Brinckmann does—
without additional deliberations, they risk confusing the uninitiated reader, the 

simple inattentive onlooker who does not know the heart of  the matter.31

In summary: both Sitte and Brinckmann put their emphasis on the sense 
of  enclosure of  public spaces. While Brinckmann disagrees with some of  
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Sitte’s positions (the picturesque vs. the monumental), Jeanneret is fully 
aware of  these subtleties.

However, it seems that many of  the remarks on Parisian (and other 
French) urban situations which Jeanneret received from Brinckmann, did 
not develop their impact on him in mid-1910. There may have been an 
incubation period of  a few years for these insights to be fully realized, until 
1914, when Jeanneret was passing through Nancy, and 1915, when back 
in Paris, he visited these urban ensembles, thereby newly calibrating their 
importance for his understanding of  the city. Only in 1914/15—with eyes 
that now do see?—he recorded, in notebooks that had hitherto been thought 
lost, his impressions of  both the Place de la Carrière in Nancy, and of  the 
squares and places of  Paris. 

1911:  Laugier Through Brinckmann

But to return to Jeanneret’s reading in 1910: it is by studying Brinckmann 
that he takes notice of  Marc-Antoine Laugier’s writings. In May 1910 he 
notes Laugier’s dictum on regularity and chaos in the city as quoted, in 
French, in Brinckmann’s Platz und Monument: “Laugier disait: il faut de la 
régularité et de la bizarrerie, des rapports et des oppositions, des accidens 
qui varient le tableau; un gd ordre dans les détails, de la confusion, du fracas, 
du tumulte dans l’ensemble.” (“Laugier said: There must be regularity and 
whimsy, relationships and oppositions, chance elements that lend variety to 
the tableau, precise order in the details, and confusion, chaos and tumult in the 
whole.”)32 This is the crucial link: Jeanneret is introduced to Laugier by 
Brinckmann through the latter’s investigation of  French urban planning 
of  the 18th century. As surprising as it may seem that Jeanneret “needed” 
a German historian to be made aware of  French urban history, this may 
have been a pattern around 1910, where German architects and historians 
(re)discovered French urban design from the time of  absolutism and 
introduced this view to the German readers. And it is this quote that, now 
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calling himself  Le Corbusier, he uses in Urbanisme to discuss the question of  
order and variety in the city:

Voici, formulée, une conclusion idéale, précise. Déjà sous Louis XIV, l’abbé 

Laugier l’avait énoncé:

1. Du chaos, du tumulte dans l’ensemble. (C’est-à-dire une composition riche 

d’éléments contrapuntées, fugue, symphonie.)

2. De l’uniformité dans le détail. (C’est-à-dire de la retenue, de la décence, de 

‘l’alignement’ dans le détail.33

However, in 1910/11,  Jeanneret left Laugier’s Observations sur l’architecture, 
from which this quote stems, largely unnoticed, even if  they could have 
given him a wider insight into Laugier’s urban ideas. Instead, he eagerly 
studied Laugier’s Essai sur l’architecture in its second edition of  1755 (1st 1753), 
excerpting from and commenting on the Essai a whole forty-six pages of  
his last cahier (Fig. 5).34 But instead of  delving into Laugier’s architectural 
theory, Jeanneret devoted most of  his attention to Laugier’s criticism of  
Paris and his suggestions for an urban redevelopment of  France’s capital. 

At the turn of  the year 1911, Jeanneret lived in Neubabelsberg, on the 
outskirts of  Berlin, of  which he said: “I am not convinced by Berlin, and 
when one leaves the immense avenues, there is only disgust, and horror,”35 
and which he found dreadful in the monotony of  its “rues corridors.” On 
the other hand, he adored the grand gesture of  the Siegesallee towards the 
Brandenburg Gate. And while he worked, under Behrens, on neo-classicist 
buildings, Jeanneret began reading Abbé Laugier’s Essai; this is between 
mid-January and the 12th of  March, 1911.36 As much as it is not surprising 
that Jeanneret would study Laugier at some stage, the specific point in 
time is somewhat unexpected. One wonders what might have prompted 
him to study the Essai, and just that. This is particularly so because it seems 
from the dates in the notebook that Jeanneret would have travelled to the 
Königliche Bibliothek, the Royal Library at Unter den Linden, on weekdays (e.g. 
Thu, 26 January). Therefore: was studying the Essai something that had 
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been requested by or simply supported through Behrens’s practice? It is quite 
clear that Behrens’s office was one of  the best places at the time to be close 
to the artistic and intellectual debate on modern architecture. Hendrik Petrus 
Berlage’s book Grundlagen und Entwicklung der Architektur37 was available in the 
office, as well as August Thiersch’s proportional studies38 (which led, amongst 
other sources, to Le Corbusier’s tracés régulateurs)—and Wright’s Wasmuth 
Portfolio.39 In short: through the distance of  a century it looks as if  there 
was hardly a better place for Jeanneret to absorb the current architectural 
debate, which included theories developed through history.

Laugier as Starting Point of a New Perspective on the City

Laugier’s Essai could have such an impact on Jeanneret because Laugier 
proposed to abolish the old, winding streets of  historical Paris and to design 
something larger, grander, instead. It might have been as if  Laugier had 
directly criticized Camillo Sitte’s theories and everything that had to do with 
the topic of  irregularity. Or was it quite like that? 

On over 40 pages of  this cahier, Jeanneret copied passages of  Laugier’s 
Essai, 25 of  which are devoted to questions of  urban design, covering topics 
such as entries of  a town, the street layout, and gardens, including the park 
of  Versailles. Laugier’s core argument on these pages is that Paris needs to 
be redesigned, and that it requires a sense of  monumental grandeur, with 
wide roads, magnificent entries with triumphal arches. Laugier also presents 
the idea—with Jeanneret noting this—that the city needs to be conceived 
as a park, and, in that context, that a good balance of  order, symmetry and 
variety need to be applied: “Il faut regarder une ville comme une forêt.”40 
Laugier says: “One must look at a town as a forest. The streets of  the one 
are the roads of  the other; both must be cut through in the same way. The 
essential beauty of  a park consists in the great number of  roads, their width 
and their alignment.” And he continues to describe how this park should 
be designed with “at one and the same time order and fantasy, symmetry 
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and variety,”41 culminating in: “The more variety, abundance, contrast 
and even disorder in this composition, the greater will be the piquant and 
delightful beauty of  the park.”42 In this manner, Laugier’s comments on the 
park become directly transferable to aid Jeanneret’s understanding of  the 
intended unity of  a city’s design. Having excerpted all these ideas, Jeanneret 
finishes the cahier with a long and very clear rejection of  the picturesque: 

My impression of  this book: . . . His ideas about urban design are perfect for 

his era, and for art . . . Always striving for the grand style, which is superior to 

the surprises and entertainment of  the pictorial . . . In the present day, when 

a reaction can be detected against the outdated principles of  the mediaeval 

pictorial style developed by Sitte, Laugier speaks with uncommon force because 

he is of  an era which has already tried and tested the grand style and which, 

having reached saturation point, but also strengthened by this extraordinary 

development, has turned towards charm and grace. We are emerging from 

our spinelessness, we have allowed ourselves to be exploited by a childish 

crisis of  romanticism, and are yearning for a style which, as an expression of  

the growing wisdom of  our philosophy and science, of  the generosity of  our 

social aspirations, will take shape to express this in adequate terms i.e. more 

as abstract beauty than petty materialism, one which tends towards greatness, 

which is a sign of  the masses marching in unison and overthrowing the pictorial 

that marks out an individualism which is impoverished by its narrowness.43

Those pages by Laugier, describing the monumental entries to a city, 
the intersections in the form of  patte d’oie, triumphal arches and similar, 
practically form the base of  Baron Haussmann’s percement and redesign of  
Paris, exactly 100 years after Laugier had written them. And it is difficult not 
to think of  Le Corbusier’s 1920s urban designs while reading these passages 
since they sound like a direct preparation of  the Ville contemporaine. With this 
in mind, one can draw the line from Laugier via Haussmann to Le Corbusier 
in the perception of  the role that monumental order plays or should play for 
Paris.
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What kind of  images, however, Jeanneret might have had in front of  
his inner eye in 1911 when reading these lines is impossible to know, of  
course. But even if  a mostly futile attempt, there may be some value in asking 
what reference streets and buildings there might have been that could have 
embodied for Jeanneret in early 1911 what Laugier had written about 150 
years earlier. This might be the University in Munich, in fact the whole 
Ludwigstraße—with the Royal Library where Jeanneret spent many days in 
1910 studying literature on Städtebau; the long and straight Bismarckstraße 
in Berlin and possibly even Unter den Linden; plus designs Jeanneret saw at 
the Städtebau-Ausstellung in Berlin, June 1910. 

William Ritter and                                                     
the Ques tion of a Functional or Aes thetic City

Jeanneret’s Voyage d’Orient in 1911 interrupted further attempts at 
pursuing his studies of  urban questions. Having learnt this much on urban 
design, walking through Istanbul and Rome however triggered further ideas. 
The volume Le Corbusier before Le Corbusier speaks of  these experiences.44 These 
have a lot to do with the Swiss writer and art critic William Ritter. During the 
latter part of  the year 1910, Ritter became first a friend, later a mentor for 
the young Charles-Edouard Jeanneret (Fig. 6). Ritter influenced Jeanneret 
intellectually, even became a fatherly support person with whom Jeanneret 
could communicate about feelings of  essential self-doubt. Elsewhere, I have 
called him a therapist for Jeanneret; this is valid at least for the early years of  
their mutual friendship.45 Ritter’s influence, however, also manifested itself  
in a re-orientation of  Jeanneret’s architectural interests, at least temporarily, 
away from “La Construction des villes” and towards the Voyage d’Orient. 
Having encouraged him to see the vernacular cultures of  the Balkan, Ritter 
strongly advocated that Jeanneret should publish his journals of  this voyage. 
While he was of  the opinion that Jeanneret was dealing with unnecessary, 
maybe even irrelevant questions of  an aesthetic of  the city, he would have 
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steered Jeanneret towards seeing the city through its functional requirements. 
Ritter wished Jeanneret to set his own priorities: “Make what is beautiful for 
yourself, as it pleases you,” but equally “make beautiful things for your people, 
things it needs; and it will be for the people, not you, to decide what it needs.”46 
In a letter of  September 1911, Ritter used pigs as an example to make his 
point, in his inimitable strong and colourful language:

You may call it a paradox, but just reflect on this for a minute: it is the stomach 

that digests, and food is made for the stomach. Imagine food revolting against 

the stomach: food decides one fine day that its main purpose is to be beautiful. 

From then on, the stomach can no longer tolerate it and says ‘I don’t give a d. 

about your beauty; beauty to me is something I can digest.’ The problem is not 

to be theoretically beautiful but to be digestibly beautiful.47 

Ritter concludes his letter with the following observation:

If  one casts pearls before swine, it is not the swine who are stupid. I am amazed 

that nobody appears to have realised this before . . . For a pig, the aim is to be a 

very pretty piglet. Your job is to help it achieve that and not to transform it into 

a gazelle or a guinea fowl. Take a look at the Acropolis, it will tell you whether 

or not I’m talking nonsense, and whether I’m just a doddering old b[ugger].48 

Ritter appears enormously far-sighted in these comments: it is almost as 
if  he anticipated the post-modern debate on modernist architecture. This 
highly useful criticism allows us to look ahead towards the Ville contemporaine 
which is, indeed, a much stronger aesthetic statement than it is the “tool” 
that Le Corbusier purported it to be.49 In 1911, however, Ritter’s judgement 
is—at least partially—unfair since Jeanneret had indeed incorporated 
functional questions into his treatise “La Construction des villes,” or rather: 
not only had he incorporated them but often argued in functional terms, 
while always in conjunction with questions of  beauty, and if  in doubt, would 
have given aesthetic considerations priority.50 But his early “treatise” is not 
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just City planning according to artistic principles: what Jeanneret assembled is a 
well-considered argument for a well-functioning, aesthetically considered 
urban design that takes into account the perception of  the city’s user—a 
point that, as modernist architect, he would almost fully neglect, and that 
needed a Gordon Cullen, or a Kevin Lynch to be brought back into the 
debate.51

Thus, “La Construction des villes” was not pursued further by Jeanneret 
between 1911 and 1914; it seems that without Ritter’s support, and at a 
time where Jeanneret’s bond with L’Eplattenier was waning, the question of  
aesthetics of  the city had little chance. But in 1914 interest was rekindled. Is it 
the commission by Arnold Beck that instigated this? A trip to the Werkbund 
exhibition in Cologne via Nancy, and then in 1915 the visit of  the Bibliothèque 
Nationale in Paris helped Jeanneret to re-direct his interest in urban questions. 
History—in built and written form—spurred his fascination and helped him 
to envision the new city.52 

1914:  Cité- jardin in  La Chaux-de-Fonds and                
Place de la Carrière,  Nancy

In 1914, Jeanneret’s intellectual investigation of  the urban realm and 
its architecture was extended in two opposite directions: firstly, he was 
asked to design a garden-city settlement in La Chaux-de-Fonds, for investor 
Arnold Beck, a project that was not realised.53 Jeanneret drew a plan and 
perspective for the Cité-jardin aux Crêtets that directly refers to, even copies 
Georg Metzendorf ’s housing estate for workers of  the Krupp factories in 
Essen-Margarethenhöhe of  1909.54 Jeanneret’s design draws on Heimatschutz 
motifs and picturesque layout principles organising rows of  houses following 
the contour lines of  the terrain and featuring a gate building which clearly 
demarcates the entry to the housing estate in a manner close to other 
architects interested in an Arts-and-Crafts vernacular—one might see Voysey 
or Tessenow in these houses (Fig. 7). This design demonstrates how two 
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Le Corbusier.

Cité-jardin aux Crêtets, 1914.

7.
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notions of  the urban run parallel in Jeanneret’s mind: here the picturesque 
(for garden cities), and there the monumental, even classicist notion of  a 
Laugier or Haussmann.

In the same year, Jeanneret travelled to the Werkbund exhibition in 
Cologne (15 May to 8 August), visiting Nancy on the way. Leaving La 
Chaux-de-Fonds on the 27th of  June, he spent the following day in Nancy. 
There, he recorded his observations of  the architecture in his travel carnet.55 
He sketches—quickly, but with enough precision—the characteristics of  
the ensemble of  the Place Royale, both as seen by the visitor and in plan, 
and details of  the columns, façades etc. over eleven pages, adding notes 
with comments. Jeanneret very carefully documents his impressions of  
the architectural qualities of  the Place de la Carrière, making notes on the 
ensemble of  small houses that together form the space: “what makes the 
shape of  the Carrière are the small houses,”56 describing their materiality 
and detail (Figs. 8, 4). He continues by describing and judging—often in one 
flow—the sweeping curve of  the hemicycle and its ionic order. He further 
notes how two columns jointly sit on an oval base, etc.—not the slightest sign 
of  a tiredness with classical architecture is noticeable through these notes. 
And he speaks of  the square as an example of  “sagesse,” the wisdom that is 
“imposed” on the citizen.57

With his visit of  Cologne in early July, Jeanneret would have just caught 
the exhibition a month before it was closed due to the beginning of  the 
war.58 Bruno Taut’s glass pavilion only receives half  a page of  sketches and 
annotations, however Gropius’ exhibition hall is studied carefully (Fig. 9), 
with Jeanneret even noting to ask Gropius how some elements were made 
and being impressed with the round glass stairs, comparing the section of  
the hall to Behrens’s design for the German embassy in St. Petersburg.59 Still, 
one knows little about the importance Jeanneret ascribed to his urban design 
preoccupations during 1914.
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Le Corbusier.

Sketch of  the Place de la Carrière, Nancy.

Carnet 1914, 4, 5.

8.
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Le Corbusier.

Walter Gropius, Pavilion at the 

Werkbund exhibition in Cologne, 1914.

Carnet 1914, 52.

Private archive, Switzerland.

9.
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1915:  Before the Departure to Paris                                
A Reconsideration of the 1910 Writing

In 1915, Jeanneret developed the idea to pick up his semi-abandoned 
manuscript “La Construction des villes” and to bring it to publication. In his 
letter to Auguste Perret of  30 June, 1915, Jeanneret writes: 

I will come to Paris soon, for the publication of  a book which I have written 

about urban design and expansion plans etc.. A strong work and very balanced, 

but with a narrow focus and written tortuously. I will completely rework it. I’m 

coming to Paris to find a publisher. I thought to myself  that this would be the 

right opportunity to bring back the study from obscurity and that this modest 

effort could prove very useful at present, as rules on this matter are being 

discussed.60

Before Jeanneret travelled to Paris in late July, he revisited the unfinished 
manuscript and wrote a whole survey of  his work to date, containing 18 
pages of  an enormously detailed summary of  the content. Surprisingly, 
despite all the contradicting stimulations of  the four interjacent years, not 
much had changed to his 1910 version! If  we follow Passanti’s suggestion in 
his 2002 essay (and many others), Jeanneret’s fundamental attitude towards 
the question of  picturesque vs. classicism would have changed radically, and 
we would expect the arguments for a picturesque arrangement of  elements 
of  the city to have been thrown out. But despite his reading of  Laugier’s 
Essai in early 1911, he had not yet touched on the content of  his treatise very 
much to reflect this reading. In his “Avertissement,” the introduction, a few 
changes are nevertheless looming. Therefore it might be worthwhile quoting 
it in full here (even if  it is in abbreviated language):

FOREWORD

{More editing to do} This book would have remained unpublished as thesis still 

disappointing. Complexity, and disorder in current taste.
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And in the past, if  everything had been done, so many examples that seem to 

flout the rules we believed to have discerned.

One thing made me determined to create it: the rebuilding of  the towns and 

cities in the north and Flanders. One thing encouraged me: seeing that in 

France this is being addressed {spaces}; knowing that there are as yet no works 

popularising this subject. 

Efforts such as at the Expo in Lyon (city building department). Complex theme, 

because difficult to follow a path that is very objective: at every turn, ideas are 

put forward, overturned, opposed etc. Questions abound: of  a practical nature, 

a business, moral, psycho[logical], philosophical, social {political} nature, etc.

My aim is not to propose a solution for whatever question.  Instead, by studying 

a bit of  everything, everywhere, from all periods and all places, [I aim] to bring 

the question back to life. To attract people interested in it, with skills in it, excite 

interest and discussion.  

To bring it to life: in short, to put that question which is believed to be the 

exclusive preserve of  technicians before the public at large—who are the judges 

of  it because they are the intended recipients of  the technicians’ work, the 

public who command it and determine the technicians’ tasks.  To create a body 

of  opinion, from which action [will emerge] on legislators, and on [without?] 

technicians. To create demand, as in commerce (a city has the architecture it 

deserves. W.R.61)

The type of  argument: the past/the present/the future

The past studies the causes and results (explain the multiple processes, the 

contradictions due to different tastes, customs, era). I point them out to enable 

decision making.

The present: what is being done in America, Britain, Germany, Switzerland. 

Advances above all where ugliness was unbearable. Therefore less pressing 

[powerful?] in France.

Future what one could do.

Study of  different factors: Materials: cost/sculptural/practical/hygienic.62
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So Jeanneret explains why he has not published the treatise yet: the 
hypothesis was disappointing, underwhelming—but does he refer to his own 
research or to what he got out of  it? But now as he sees an opportunity, even 
a need for the rebuilding of  the cities in Flanders and since France officially 
deals with this problem, he feels that his treatise might remedy the lack of  
a popularizing work on this topic. He sees the past as a field of  study of  the 
causes and results of  developments. And Jeanneret takes into account that 
conditions change—this is Brinckmann’s historical approach: “The downfall 
of  XIX-century architecture is that architects were unable to feel space and 
spatial effect . . . Even if  they succeeded in copying from history in detail, 
they fail to realise that the changing architectural form merely expresses 
a changing sense of  space.”63 Jeanneret had noted this to himself  back in 
1910: “noter que le Raumgefühl change avec les époques (note that the sense 
of  space changes with the eras).”64 

1915 in  Paris :  Es tablishing a New View on the City

Jeanneret left for Paris on the last days of  July 1915 where he delved into 
library studies in the Bibliothèque Nationale. The intended stay of  three weeks 
was prolonged to seven.65 He devoted part of  his work to two major tomes: 
Topographie de France by Gabrielle Pérelle, dated 1753/66 and Monumens 
érigés en France à la gloire de Louis XV by Pierre Patte, dated 1765, which may 
have served as inspiration for his radical treatment of  central Paris in his 
1925 Plan Voisin.66 Antonio Brucculeri traces Jeanneret’s criticism of  the 
historically disorderly state of  Paris back to Pérelle; however, as shown 
above, Jeanneret had already absorbed such a critique through Laugier’s 
Essai in 1911. Jeanneret’s bibliography from his stay in Paris covers 80 works 
on architecture and urban design throughout the centuries, he drew new 
sketches as illustrations and copied extracts in tiny handwriting, to produce 
a full hundred pages of  raw text on urban design.67 Jeanneret’s excerpts 
from the Bibliothèque Nationale have yet to be fully transcribed.68 Nevertheless, 
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it can be established that in 1915 Jeanneret built on his 1910 research: a 
considerable proportion of  the 1910 bibliography is listed again, naturally 
including in particular those books he had not yet tackled, or not in any 
detail. This category includes Brinckmann’s Spätmittelalterliche Stadtanlagen in 
Südfrankreich, Charles Buls’ Esthétique des villes, Joseph Stübben’s Der Städtebau, 
and Raymond Unwin’s Town planning in practice, then Roland Fréart’s Parallèle 
de l’architecture antique av.[ec] la moderne and Laugier’s Essai sur l’architecture, from 
which Jeanneret had already quoted, Laugier’s Observations sur l’architecture and 
Pierre Patte’s Mémoire sur les objets les plus importans de l’architecture.69 Additionally, 
works of  classical architectural theory from antiquity through Renaissance 
to Classicism show up in Jeanneret’s bibliography: Vitruvius, Alberti and 
Palladio, alongside French theoreticians such as Blondel, Briseux, de l’Orme 
and Perrault, plus contemporary essays and works on social and technical 
questions in urban design. Such a comprehensive bibliography suggests that 
Jeanneret felt a need to compensate for some intellectual shortcoming— 
perhaps piqued by his discussions with Ritter? Like the excerpts, the sketches 
Jeanneret made in the Bibliothèque Nationale still await in-depth analysis. These 
sketches cover French urban design of  the 17th and 18th centuries as well as 
European and Far Eastern urban design subjects spanning all eras. 

Marie-Jeanne Dumont notes that “Evidently, Le Corbusier knew German 
architecture and journals better than French.”70 And indeed, this shows where 
Jeanneret, in a letter to Perret, lists several German publications (on works 
by Peter Behrens, Theodor Fischer, the Werkbund, etc.) which he suggests to 
supply Perret with, demonstrating how well-versed he was in the Werkbund 
debate and general architectural progress in Germany at the time.71 At the 
same time, Jeanneret would have felt a lack of  knowledge concerning French 
architectural culture, a gap of  which his reading of  Brinckmann and Laugier 
would have only made him more aware. The journey to Paris 1915 and into 
the thicket of  the Bibliothèque Nationale meant a slowly growing understanding 
of  French culture for Jeanneret, the culture he would claim more and more 
as his own, despite having been raised in between three cultures, that of  
French-speaking Switzerland, France and Germany.
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Paris  Atmospherically

At the same time, Jeanneret wandered through the streets of  Paris and 
recorded historical urban settings in drawings and commentary, including 
the bridges (Pont Marie, Pont Neuf  and others), the Tour St. Jacques, the 
Place des Victoires, the Louvre, St. Sulpice, the Boulevard Henri IV, the 
Rue Royale, the Place de la Concorde, and many other spots, including 
the Hôtel Lambert (Fig. 10).72 In his carnet of  this trip, Jeanneret quasi 
draws impressionistically with words, staying away from theorising and 
instead “bathing” emotionally in the atmosphere of  Paris. He also draws 
atmospheric sketches and often describes the mood of  a space rather than 
simply measuring it or asking for its functional value (Fig. 11). Repeatedly, he 
refers to either missing greenery or green spaces or to the either architectural 
or atmospheric value of  trees, in particular of  their canopies—this very 
personal experience of  Paris sits in contrast to his theoretical investigations 
of  the Bibliothèque Nationale.

In this carnet, Jeanneret often creates links to chapters of  “La Construction 
des villes,” refers to the chapters he has already written, complains about the 
dégagement of  Notre Dame, as had been Camillo Sitte’s argument, wishes to 
add to the chapter about enclosing walls (Murs de clôture),73 and draws sections 
through streets as he had done in 1910. 

But at the same time as he studies Paris from a historical point of  
view, Jeanneret judges the city in terms of  its modernity. He makes a note 
to himself, “to devote a chapter in my book to modern Paris, to what has 
already been achieved.”74 And the verdict is not very flattering. Viewing the 
city from Sacré-Cœur, he finds it lacks structure and order, asking:

Is Paris beautiful? This has not been proven. What is clear: the Pantheon 

admirably made (sphere); and Notre-Dame, cubes; Invalides, gracious volumes. 

In such a vast expanse, spires count for—and are worth—nothing. But from 

Sacré-Cœur one cannot see a single tree . . . The great lines are missing, the 

great volumes, and order. It is fundamentally random.75
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Le Corbusier.

Sketch of  the Hôtel Lambert, Paris.

Carnet 1915, 72.

Le Corbusier.

Sketch of  the Quai d’Anjou, Paris.

Carnet 1915, 70.

10.

11.
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Ideas,  Inventions  Pointing Towards Modernism

Additionally, it appears that Jeanneret uses the built history of  Paris 
to produce images of  the future. He exclaims: “It is a fact that the Tour 
St. Jacques is the most futuristic, the most cubist architecture one could 
imagine.”76 While Jeanneret transforms historical architecture in his mind 
into the future city, he is aided in this process by Auguste Perret. Together 
with Charles L’Eplattenier and William Ritter, Perret played a vital role for 
Jeanneret’s intellectual development. Jeanneret’s notes of  early August 1915 
in Paris are filled with suggestions Perret seems to have made—apparently 
he found San Marco in Venice “une infecte camelote, le comble du mauvais 
goût.”77 He also advised Jeanneret about roads and buildings—and it 
appears as if  Perret was pointing Jeanneret into his future, towards what 
would become the Ville contemporaine: 

Auguste Perret sees towers. Instead of  4,000 square metres of  5-storey 

buildings, have 1,000 m2 of  20-storey buildings. And make the 3,000 m2 into 

parkland with big trees. Align your towers in this sea of  greenery. You will have 

one of  the most majestic avenues that a mind can dream up. 9 August 1915.78

Further, Perret advised on roads of  which he saw two kinds:

Aug. Perret sees two types of  street. Preserved = rue de Rivoli. Free, with 

recesses in height and depth (system developed from 25bis [Rue] Franklin) with 

at the time 2 or 4 rows of  trees at the bottom, in the setbacks, and vegetation in 

both depth and height. Irrigation and drainage would have to be combined so 

the concierge could water it all automatically. 10 August 1915.79

Through these notes, both from his library studies as well as from walking 
through Paris and his conversations with Perret, the reader slowly sees 
elements emerge that point towards the Ville contemporaine and the Plan Voisin: 
freestanding “cubistic, futuristic” towers, big lines and order brought into 
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the city. But we are not there yet. And it is necessary to bear in mind that 
in all these forward-looking explorations, the picturesque and emotional, 
atmospheric city is not thrown out. Jeanneret notes:

Do a chapter on the picturesque in which I dot around according to my 

sketches, photos etc.. Thus I am asking the reader: Do you not have near your 

home some hill, some watercourse, etc. from which the view is exquisite and 

where a road will pass? Will this road be well made or ugly? Will it be like 

Istanbul: the vertiginous drops and the sea, the mosque terraces and the sea, 

etc.? Like Tirnovo80 and each room in each house? Like Le Landeron, and each 

space [?] on our route, etc., etc., like La Chaux-de-Fonds, from our garden: 

landscape served up on a plate. No, in fact it is all rubbish, nobody thought of  

it.81

And through these notes and his carnet, together with other evidence 
from these days such as letters, it becomes visible to what extent Jeanneret 
was beginning to rethink his attitude towards urban planning.

A Shift in  Attitude Towards the City 

It is nearly impossible to know what Jeanneret thought of  his own work 
on “La Construction des villes” after his 1915 visit to Paris, because he 
did not add to or amend it any more. Already before this journey he had 
known his manuscript would need substantial work in order to be published. 
But it seems that after his visit, he realized that his 1910 writing could not 
easily be adapted for a French market—and that, were he to re-write it, he 
would need to write a completely new piece instead. “La Construction des 
villes” had become out-dated, through the war and the animosities between 
Germans and French in general, and particularly so with Jeanneret’s own 
growing nationalism. But also, the field had changed for him. From favouring 
picturesque solutions, he had grown more attached to the sense of  unity 
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and grandeur which classicism provided. Both Brinckmann and Laugier 
had been pivotal in opening up new visions of  the urban form. All this was 
added to by Jeanneret’s experience of  the Voyage d’Orient and by Perret’s 
suggestions for a future city. 

Jeanneret’s understanding of  what was needed for a city to function as 
an organic whole had shifted. Would this have had to do with the changing 
face of  the new discipline of  urban design, as well? Hinting at the difference 
between the German notion of  Städtebau and the French urbanisme, Dumont 
has suggested that this was more than a linguistic difference: 

A change of  attitude and cultural refocusing which were to be translated 

splendidly by a neologism that appeared in precisely the same period: the word 

urbanisme. For the invention of  a term to denote this new discipline, or rather 

this bundle of  disciplines, did not happen overnight. Depending whether you 

were an architect or an engineer, looking to Britain or Germany, you would 

speak of  the science of  town plans (town planning), or of  city building (Städtebau), 

of  urban hygiene or designs . . .82

This rings true to a certain extent, however one will need to acknowledge 
that Sitte’s conscious turn towards a Künstlerischer Städtebau had only happened 
because the German experts on town-planning of  the 1880s, such as Josef  
Stübben, had been perfectly scientific in their approach, and had simply left 
any artistic considerations behind. 

All in all, it is visible that “La Construction des villes” of  the years 1910/11 
marked a certain attitude and approach towards the city, a well-tempered 
combination of  aesthetic and functional considerations together with a 
conservative approach to urban spaces. Nothing was wrong with this. But 
Jeanneret would have begun to sense that there was a bigger, brighter future 
in urban design to be explored. What this essay then has attempted to show 
is how Jeanneret extended his view by making use of  the combination of  
historical research (both in reading and writing as in observations of  the built 
reality) with investigations into contemporary developments.
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Passanti quotes a letter of  16 January 1911 to L’Eplattenier in which 
Jeanneret declares himself  freed from the “medievalizing morass . . .” 
and exclaims: “So, all my enthusiasm goes now to Greece and Italy . . .”83 
For Passanti, the shift happened in June 1910. While it is undeniable that 
Jeanneret began to strongly appreciate the classicist monumental language 
of  urban design as a design tool, it is important to me to underline that 
throughout “La Construction des villes”—and throughout Le Corbusier’s 
work, in fact—ambivalences remain, one might even say, are being used 
as an artistic device. Le Corbusier nourishes an affection for ideas or 
architectural elements that contradict one another, and are strongest when 
this contradiction is unresolved. Taken in this sense, it seems futile to attempt 
to locate a precise moment of  a switch of  mind: the tension between the 
picturesque and the monumental is introduced at the very moment when 
Jeanneret delves into the study of  Sitte’s writings: in April 1910. The point 
I have made before and will maintain here is that it is quite obvious (when 
reading his publications, personal notes and letters over a longer period of  
time) that he is able, like hardly anybody else, to maintain contradictory 
opinions and beliefs and offer them at the same time. This is also what 
happens with the question of  picturesque vs. monumental which does not 
get decided in the years of  1910/11, in fact which seems to never fully get 
decided.
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